TO THE EDITOR
=============

Hodgkin's disease (HD) is a lymphoproliferative neoplasm primarily of B cell origin. The annual incidence of HD is estimated to be 1-3 cases per 100,000 people in the world \[[@ref1]\]. Developments in multi-agent chemotherapy regimens in HD have increased the survival rates significantly. However, these patients have begun to encounter late therapy toxicities, such as secondary solid and hematologic tumors, infertility, and pulmonary and cardiac events, which lead to delayed mortality. Second solid tumors may develop long after the first HD diagnosis. However, synchronous tumors in HD occur rarely. In addition, synchronous thyroid malignancies in HD are extremely rare. To our knowledge, up to the present only a few cases of synchronous HD and thyroid malignancies have been reported. We present a HD patient who demonstrated 2 different kinds of thyroid cancer in the early period.

A 42-year-old man was admitted to the hematology department complaining of a lump in the neck, weight loss, and night sweats. Physical examination was unremarkable other than left cervical lymphadenopathy and thyroid nodules. Laboratory tests showed normal hemogram, biochemistry, and thyroid function results. Cervical ultrasound revealed large (up to 6×4.5 cm) bilateral, multiple conglomerated lymphadenopathies in the submandibular, cervical, and supraclavicular districts. In addition, it showed 3-cm (the largest size) multiple nodules bilaterally in the thyroid lobes. An excisional biopsy of the cervical lymphadenopathy demonstrated a mixed cellularity type of HD. However, fine needle aspiration biopsy of the thyroid nodules had not been performed. With systemic work-up, the staging procedures and bone marrow aspiration biopsy were consistent with stage IIB: unfavorable. An ABVD chemotherapy protocol (adriamycin, bleomycin, vinblastine, and dacarbazine, once every 2 weeks) was begun with the patient. When response to treatment was evaluated after 3 courses of chemotherapy, the lymphadenopathies had disappeared on computerized tomography. The treatment was continued and completed with 6 cycles. When PET/CT was performed to evaluate the patient's response to treatment, a focal uptake in the neck was seen, confined to the thyroid lobes (SUVmax: the upper part of the right lobe and left lobe of the thyroid, 10.80 and 14.35, respectively). Lymphadenopathy was not seen. The patient was given a total thyroidectomy. Pathologic examination demonstrated a mass of about 2.5 cm in size, a follicular thyroid carcinoma in the right thyroid lobe, and a micropapillary thyroid carcinoma of approximately 0.6 cm in size in the left thyroid lobe. The patient was given 100 mCi radioactive iodine therapy in the post-operative period. In post-ablation scanning there was no uptake, except in the thyroid bed. The patient continues to be followed in remission for the 3 diseases for 3 years.

For the first time in our present case, we have detected both HD and 2 different pathologies of thyroid cancer. Previously, only one case was reported in which HD and thyroid papillary cancer were seen simultaneously \[[@ref2]\]. Our present case showed follicular thyroid carcinoma in the right thyroid lobe and micropapillary thyroid carcinoma in the left thyroid lobe. We think the reason for this is coincidence.

Choice of treatment in HD is based on the extent or stage of the disease. Stage of the disease is determined according to the Cotswolds modified Ann Arbor staging system. It is evaluated by clinical staging techniques that include physical, laboratory, and imaging tools. Combined chemotherapy is used for early-stage unfavorable HD. At present, 4-6 cycles of ABVD chemotherapy protocol are usually used for stage I-II A/B unfavorable disease, because it highly effective and has a favorable toxicity profile.

The second malignancy emerging after therapy of HD has been mainly solid tumors. With prolonged follow-up after HD treatment, an annual incidence of second solid tumors of approximately 29 per 10,000 patients is seen \[[@ref2]\]. The most common secondary cancers have been observed for the breast, lung, stomach, and bladder \[[@ref3]\]. Risk factors for second cancers occurring after treatment of HD include exposure to radiotherapy and younger age. Increased risk of solid cancers is not expected for patients treated solely with chemotherapy \[[@ref4]\]. The development of a second thyroid cancer in HD has been associated especially with radiotherapy treatment in the neck region \[5\]. Recently, one study revealed that radiotherapy treatment leads to an 18-fold increased risk of a second thyroid cancer compared to the general population \[[@ref4]\]. The latent period after radiotherapy treatment is an important factor for developing a second thyroid cancer, with a mean latent period of 10-12 years \[[@ref4],[@ref5]\].

Nodules of the thyroid are commonly encountered in clinical practice. Routine laboratory tests are usually inadequate to distinguish between benign and malignant nodules. Thyroid fine needle aspiration for cytology is the initial procedure of choice \[[@ref6]\]. If our present patient had been evaluated by fine needle aspiration biopsy at first admission, his thyroid cancers would have been diagnosed earlier. When HD was diagnosed, we focused on the primary disease and its staging because HD rarely occurs together with a second primary thyroid malignancy. In conclusion, every patient with HD with thyroid nodules should be evaluated with a thyroid biopsy.
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